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Susan Swartz 

... 
Day of Sailing-courtesy Susan Swartz 

the discomforting pressure to paint for the 

judges. "I began to see that there was politics 

in everything. I was struggling with what to 

paint." When she turned in her chairlift and 

looked behind her into the deep valley and 

saw the white blanket of sparkling snow 

falling away beneath her, she had a revela

tion. "From that point I decided I was going 

to paint what Cod created," says Swartz. 

Following that calling has been a long, 

winding journey from Pennsylvania, to 

New Jersey, to Utah , and now to Martha's 

Vineyard. Along the way, it has brought 

increasing honors and awards. In 2002 

Swartz was one of three artists chosen as 

official Olympic artists for the Winter 

Games in Utah. 

Although her family history is rich with 

artists and musicians, she did not imagine 

herself a professional artist until an enthusias

tic art teacher in high school recognized her 

exceptional talent and encouraged her. 

Swartz found her way to the intimate studio 

art program at Edinboro University, amid the 

rural beauty of northwestern Pennsylvania, 

where she developed a strong, classical foun

dation in oil painting. She majored in art 

education, and began teaching art in her 

basement studio and at a local high school, 

Painter Susan Swartz's work and her faith have developed in later serving as head of a high school art department in Prince-

tandem through her deeply spiritual connection to nature. ton, New Jersey. 

Each painting is an expression of gratitude. "I start my work When Swartz started her family, she chose not to work out-

with prayer, fill my studio with music, and wait to be used as a side the home. She wanted to focus her energy on raising the 

vessel , sometimes painting through the night; yearning to children, a boy and twin girls. She began painting at home in 

paint what He has created, and to touch and inspire others to three to four hour sprints during nap time or at night after the 

pause in reflection and gratitude." children were in bed. She changed to less toxic materials, learn-

Swartz was on a family skiing vacation in Sun Valley, ing to apply acrylics in layered, light-capturing glazes. Swartz 

Idaho, when her life changed. She had begun to receive inter- was working in traditional technique with realistic rendering, but 

national recognition through art competitions, and was feeling as she relied more and more on memory and feeling to guide her, 
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the work evolved into impressionistic 

landscapes, using light, color, and move

ment to capture the living world. 

Swartz's artist's perception during 

her child-rearing years-"seeing the 

world through their eyes"- helped her 

to "wonder . how I would paint a 

sunset like that, or why did God make 

the fall leaves red and yellow?" These 

are the mysteries of nature that still 

challenge her. 

The family continued to vacation in 

Utah's snow country, and in the mid-

90s, built a home in Park City. While 

she did not exhibit during these years of 

raising a family, she "never stopped 

painting." Spending more time out 

West influenced her style, and "freed 

me to become bigger and bolder." As 

the children left for college, Swartz was 

able to devote more time to painting. 

She moved into a studio in nearby Deer 

Valley and began showing at the 

White Light- courtesy Susan Swartz 
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Morning Calm-courtesy Susan Swartz 

Richard Thomas Gallery, then Phoenix Gallery, in Park City. 

Swartz is particularly known for her large paintings of 

.. 

"' < -deep stands of white aspens against a dramatic sky, or winter 2 
plains beneath distant snow-covered mountains-paintings m 
that speak of the majesty of the West. It was the fervent criti- < 
cal attention these paintings received that brought her the )I 
Olympic Artist Honor for the 2002 Winter Games. :a 

Now the Swartz family has made a second home on a 
Martha's Vineyard. Swartz finds the natural environment of 

the island quieter, less dramatic than the West, but just as 

inspiring. She is finding her way into the character of the 

island's nature, painting the ponds and water lilies, boats, and 

gardens, and using more iridescent glazes, experimenting with 

the Vineyard's unique light. 

'There's such a history of painting on the island. It's hard 

to say where I'll go with it," she muses. "I always want to keep 

pushing myself. I want to keep learning; I never want to stop 

changing."-Rena Lindstrom 

Susan Swartz's work can be seen at www.susanswartz.com 

and at the Carol Craven Gallery, 29 Breakdown Lane, Vineyard 

Haven, 508-693-3535, www.cravengallery.com. 
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